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How can NICE guidance support 
evidence-informed Social Work 
practice? 



Part 1 – How is evidence relevant to social work

Part 2 – NICE, evidence based guidance and how 

to use the NICE website

Part 3 – NICE resources for social workers

Part 4 – How to find the evidence that informs 

NICE guidance and how to find research 

questions identified in NICE guidance
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Part 1 – How is evidence and 
NICE guidance relevant to social 
work



How is evidence relevant to social work?

Within Social Work England’s Professional Standards, 2019

Within BASW’s Professional Capability Framework , 2018

By the end of first placement, under critical reflection and analysis, 

‘…inform my decision-making through identification and gathering of 

information from more than one source and, with support, evaluate its 

reliability and validity.’

‘3.5 Hold different explanations in mind and use evidence to inform my 

decisions’. 

‘4.2 Use supervision and feedback to critically reflect on, and identify 

my learning needs, including how I use research and evidence to 

inform my practice.’ 

https://www.basw.co.uk/professional-development/professional-capabilities-framework-pcf/the-pcf/first-placement/critical-reflection-and-analysis
https://socialworkengland.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/SocialWorkEngland_Professional-Standards_FINAL.pdf
https://socialworkengland.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/SocialWorkEngland_Professional-Standards_FINAL.pdf


What is evidence-based practice?

One definition …

‘…it involves using the best evidence you 

have about the most effective care of 

individuals, using it with the person’s best 

interests in mind, to the best of your ability 

andin such a way that it is clear to others that 

you are doing it. 

Lindsay, 2007 (quoted in ‘What is evidence-based 

practice?’, Community Care, November 19, 2017)

https://www.communitycare.co.uk/2017/11/10/evidence-based-practice/


3 main components in Evidence 
Informed Practice 

Professional input 

Best 

Research 

Evidence

Person’s 

values and 

preferencesEIP 

Adapted from 

David Sackett 

(2002)
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How are social workers using NICE 
guidance?

➢ Within social work education. 

➢ To empower social work practice in relation to rights based and value 

informed practice. 

➢ To inform critical thinking and to clarify points, such as in safeguarding 

enquiries. 

➢ To understand how to work in health settings. 

➢ To request funding and strategic change.

➢ To inform local policy and procedures, such as the recommendation for a 

named worker in the  Transition from children’s to adult’s services 

guideline (NG43, 2016)



Examples of social workers using 
NICE guidance

“NICE is somewhere professionals can 

refer to when we are unsure of what is 

best practice because it is a recognized 

body for research and guidance. I feel 

it is important for there to be guidance 

and literature that is easy to access for 

all professions. It needs to be easy to 

read so we can pass the information 

on to families and carers.”

“I use NICE to inform my 

practice in supporting 

vulnerable people in the 

community that I work in.”

Social 

Worker, 

Thurrock 

Council
NG97 

NG108

“If everyone uses the same 

resources, it will make it much 

easier to gauge the level of 

quality, as everyone will be 

following the same principles.”LA Specialist 

Practitioner 

(MCA Lead)

“I used the NICE guidelines 

in this case to empower 

what I was doing.”NG108

NG97 Dementia: assessment, management and 

support for people living with dementia and their 

carers

NG108 Decision making and mental capacity



NICEimpact adult social care

NICEimpact reports review 

how our guidance is used 

to improve the health and 

care of people.

This report considers how 

NICE’s evidence-based 

guidance contributes to 

improvements in adult 

social care.
https://www.nice.org.uk/about/what-we-do/into-practice/measuring-the-use-of-nice-guidance/impact-of-

guidance/niceimpact-adult-social-care
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https://www.nice.org.uk/about/what-we-do/into-practice/measuring-the-use-of-nice-guidance/impact-of-guidance/niceimpact-adult-social-care


Part 2 – NICE, evidence based guidance and how 
to use the NICE website



NICE and evidence based guidance

NICE aims to improve quality in health & social care 
through development of guidance based on the best 
available evidence

Systematic review of a range of evidence

Considered by committees of experts 

(including providers and people using 

services and their carers)
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Benefits of using NICE Guidance
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Who is involved in an independent committee?

Example from Safeguarding adults in care homes 

guideline:

Independent Advocate

2 x Experts by experience 

Barrister

Professor of Social Work 

Safeguarding board member

Local authority safeguarding lead 

CCG safeguarding lead

Safeguarding County Manager

Provider safeguarding lead

Community nurse

2 x Local authority social worker and Best Interest Assessor 

Community health professional 
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Experts by experience talking about developing NICE 

guidelines for people with learning disabilities
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKntIed9UZs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKntIed9UZs


Evidence used in NICE guidance Transition from 
children’s to adults’ services NG43

Range of core databases searched, such as social care online and 

social services abstracts, to identify the best available evidence to 

answer the review questions. 

A wide range of study designs and types of evidence including 

experimental studies, observational studies and qualitative studies 

including service user and carer experience 

5 expert witnesses 

presented to the 

guideline committee 

Range of core databases searched, such as social care online and 

social services abstracts, to identify the best available evidence to 

answer the review questions 

Committee consensus 

to develop a number 

of recommendations 

9 research 

recommendations
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Examples of relevant guidance
Topic Guideline QS 

Autism in children and adults CG128

CG170

CG142

QS51

Care and support of people growing older with learning 

disabilities

NG96 QS187

Carers: provision of support for adult carers Jan 20 Dec 20

Child abuse and neglect NG76 QS179

Decision making and mental capacity NG108 03/20

Delirium CG103 QS63

Dementia NG97 QS1

QS30

Depression in adults CG90 QS8

Home care NG21 QS123

Intermediate care including reablement NG74 QS173

Learning disabilities and behaviour that challenges: 

service design and delivery

NG93 18/19
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https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/cg128
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/cg170
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/cg142
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/qs51
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng96
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/qs187
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng76
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/qs179
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng108
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/cg103
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/qs63
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng97
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/qs1
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/qs30
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/cg90
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/qs8
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng21
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/qs123
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng74
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/qs173
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng93


Examples of relevant guidance
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Example 1 – using NICE guidance to empower 
social work practice in hospital discharges
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Choosing the right terms to search for guidance 



Finding guidance recommendations
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Finding guidance recommendations



Example 2 - using NICE guidance in social work 
practice with a child who has a learning disability
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Searching within NICE pathways to find more 
specific information



Learning disability behaviour



Example 3 – using NICE guidance to inform 
strategic work, such as developing community 
assets  
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Filtering search results to find guidance
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Part 3 - NICE resources to support 
evidence-informed social work 
practice



Quick summary sheets for social workers
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PSWs 

(children’s)

Quality 

through 

leadership
Quick summary sheets
• Links to key 

guidelines/QS

• Scenarios showing 

how recs/statements 

can empower practice

Creating 

positive 

workplaces 

for social 

workers

Older 

people 

PSWs (adults)

Quality 

through 

leadership

Learning 

disability 

services 

Families and 

relationships 

Mental 

health



Social Care training resources 

Social care trainers resource: 

https://www.nice.org.uk/about/ni
ce-communities/social-
care/social-care-trainers-
resource
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https://www.nice.org.uk/about/nice-communities/social-care/social-care-trainers-resource


Webinars on NICE guidance pages
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Webinars held by NICE and SCIE

➢ Webinar: Developing effective intermediate care services that make a difference to people’s lives 

(NICE/SCIE January 2018)

➢ Webinar: Supporting children and young people after abuse or neglect (NICE/SCIE February 2018)

➢ Webinar: Commissioning and providing support for people with a learning disability and behaviour that 

challenges (NICE/SCIE June 2018)

➢ Webinar: Managing medicines in care homes and the community (NICE/SCIE September 2018)

➢ Webinar: Pressure ulcer prevention and management for adults in care homes (NICE\SCIE January 2019)

➢ Webinar: Person-centred transitions between mental health inpatient settings and home for young people 

(NICE/SCIE March 2019)

➢ Webinar: Supporting people with learning disabilities to live longer, healthier lives (NICE/SCIE May 2019)

➢ Webinar: Using NICE guidance to improve and evidence quality in adult social care (NICE/SCIE June 2019)

➢ Webinar: Evidence for strengths and asset-based approaches for social work practice (NICE/SCIE Sept 2019)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pYF2o4QHIPI&list=PLxXjtx4-ZkqJ1cAz2suPllZ27eATPHDIB&index=26
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgBbas5aSFU&list=PLxXjtx4-ZkqJ1cAz2suPllZ27eATPHDIB&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itVwGAvdyzc&list=PLxXjtx4-ZkqJ1cAz2suPllZ27eATPHDIB&index=19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CV2Fmp1hvV4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvwiS6r_Juk&list=PLxXjtx4-ZkqJ1cAz2suPllZ27eATPHDIB&index=13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CBil82qMrNU&list=PLxXjtx4-ZkqJ1cAz2suPllZ27eATPHDIB&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mIkVNWRcf1E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACZSfaieni0
https://www.scie.org.uk/strengths-based-approaches/evidence/webinar


Social care quick guides

• Based on NICE 

guidance

• Short & concise

• Target audience

• Developed with SCIE

• Expert input

• Practical & easy to 

understand

• Ideal for use in staff 

training
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Evidence for strengths and asset-based outcomes 
- A quick guide for social workers
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https://www.nice.org.uk/about/nice-communities/social-care/quick-guides/evidence-for-strengths-and-asset-based-outcomes

https://www.nice.org.uk/about/nice-communities/social-care/quick-guides/evidence-for-strengths-and-asset-based-outcomes?utm_medium=email&utm_source=engagement&utm_campaign=quickguides&utm_content=qg21
https://www.nice.org.uk/about/nice-communities/social-care/quick-guides/evidence-for-strengths-and-asset-based-outcomes?utm_medium=email&utm_source=engagement&utm_campaign=quickguides&utm_content=qg21


NICE quality improvement resource: 
adult social care

• Relevant NICE guidance 

mapped against CQC key lines 

of enquiry

• Can be adapted for local use 

(contracts, quality dashboards)

• Inform discussion with 

providers to improve quality, 

could be used in safeguarding 

enquiries

• Quality matters shared 

commitment priority 3 

‘Commissioning for better 

outcomes’
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Finding guideline support tools
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NG108 guideline support tools
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Accessible information for people with 
learning disabilities NG96 & NG11
Under ‘information for the public’ tabs, easy-reads and videos:

https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng96/informationforpublic
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng11/informationforpublic


What is Evidence search? 
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Evidence search includes resources from 

over 800 sources  = NICE +++

NICE Social Care Collection 

website
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http://www.evidence.nhs.uk/


Evidence search is NICE +++
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Keep searches simple 

1. Search on key topic 

2. Try searching on synonyms if search does not work e.g. teenage, 
adolescent, poverty  deprivation 

3. Search on exact phrase 

4. Filter by evidence type

5. Add additional search terms if you still have too many results

Example broad search on strengths based 
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Search on exact phrase “strengths based”→446. 62 

occurrences in Guidance and Policy  results 
“Strengths based”
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Finding NICE social care resources
https://www.nice.org.uk/about/nice-communities/social-care
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https://www.nice.org.uk/about/nice-communities/social-care


•Website www.nice.org.uk

•NICE in social care – monthly bulletin

•NICE News - monthly e-newsletter

•181,000+ people follow us on Twitter 
@NICEcomms

•General enquiries  nice@nice.org.uk

Staying up to date with NICE
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http://www.nice.org.uk/
http://www.nice.org.uk/news/nice-newsletters-and-alerts
http://www.nice.org.uk/newsroom/nicenewslettersandalerts/nicee-newsletter/nice_enewsletter.jsp
mailto:nice@nice.org.uk


Shared learning

Want to understand how other people 
implement NICE guidance or use NICE 

quality standards in practice?  

Help others to benefit from your own 
experience, while getting recognised for 
your own great work 

The NICE Shared Learning Collection 
features hundreds of searchable examples 
covering a wide range of health and care 
topics

To search for examples or submit your own, 
visit: www.nice.org.uk/sharedlearning
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http://www.nice.org.uk/sharedlearning
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North

Annie Coppel

Associate Director

annie.coppel@nice.org.uk

07766 504 518

Rachel Reid

Implementation Facilitator 

rachel.reid@nice.org.uk

07887 633 459

South

Chris Connell
Associate Director

chris.connell@nice.org.uk

07747 454 983

Jade Fortune

Implementation Facilitator (South East)

jade.fortune@nice.org.uk

07973 969727

Jane Jacobi

Implementation Facilitator (South West)

jane.jacobi@nice.org.uk

07973 969766

Midlands and East

Deborah O’Callaghan

Associate Director 

deborah.ocallaghan@nice.org.uk

07899 066 347

Joanne McCormack

Implementation Facilitator

joanne.mccormack@nice.org.uk

07973 969 241

London

Jane Moore

Associate Director

jane.moore@nice.org.uk

07768 812 834

2

4

5 Northern Ireland

Lesley Edgar

Implementation Facilitator

lesley.edgar@nice.org.uk

07717 693 464 

NICE Field Team

Wales

Julie Vile
Implementation Facilitator

julie.vile@nice.org.uk

07973 970466 
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www.nice.org.uk/about/what-we-do/into-practice/nice-field-team
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http://www.nice.org.uk/about/what-we-do/into-practice/nice-field-team
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Part 4 - how to find the evidence 
that informs NICE 
recommendations and research 
questions identified in NICE 
guidance
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How to find the evidence behind 
recommendations



Evidence for recommendations about the importance 

of personal strengths and assets (recommendation 

1.1.5 from NG86):

Guideline Committee wide-ranging discussions; including the need to deal with 

complaints and the importance of advocacy. Agreed that the recommendation 

should be broadened to all groups and settings.

3 x qualitative studies about the 

views of people with learning 

disabilities regarding service 

provision.

1 x mixed method study about time 

limits to advocacy interviews being a 

barrier to delivering person-centred 

care 

1 x study about satisfaction  with 

social care services  among black 

and minority ethnic populations

Stakeholder feedback about how to 

support people with different 

communication needs as set out in 

the Accessible Information Standard 
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How to find research recommendations
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